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DPE/029/008/2018 

17 November 2021 

To: Heads of Departments / Offices 

Circular 25/2021 

Update of the Public Spending Code: Guidelines for the External Assurance 
Process for Major Public Investment Projects 

Background 

1. The ‘Public Spending Code: A Guide to Evaluating, Planning and Managing Public Investment’ sets
out the value for money requirements for the evaluation, planning and management of public
investment. The Code, published in revised form in December 2019, sets out the roles and
responsibilities for Sponsoring Agencies and Approving Authorities and provides detail on the
requirements at each stage of the project lifecycle.

2. As reaffirmed in the Code, it is a matter for each Accounting Officer to ensure that processes in
place in his/her Department/Body and associated agencies are appropriate to:

- Ensure compliance with the Public Spending Code
- Manage Capital budgets overall
- Manage budgets at individual project level.

3. As part of this, it is the role of each Department/Office as the relevant funding Department to
implement the external assurance process for projects within its sector.

4. In the Government Decision of 10th December 2019 approving the publication of the Public
Spending Code: A Guide to Evaluating, Planning & Managing Public Investment, the Government
noted the planned arrangements for reform of governance of major project delivery. As part of
these arrangements, the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER) is introducing an
External Assurance Process (EAP) for major public capital projects in excess of €100m involving
Independent Expert Reviews focussed on issues such as cost, risk and ability to deliver at two key
decision gates in the project lifecycle.

Purpose 

5. The purpose of this circular is to inform Departments and Offices that the Public Spending Code
arrangements have been updated as previously flagged, in particular as it applies to the
requirements for funding Departments to engage in an External Assurance Process at Decision
Gate 1 (Approval in Principle) and Decision Gate 2 (Pre-Tender Approval), and to issue guidance
to Departments and Offices on the External Assurance Process.
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6. In particular; 
 
a. Funding departments have a mandatory requirement to participate in the External 

Assurance Process for Exchequer-funded projects with an estimated capital cost in excess 
of €100m.  
 

b. The process will consist of independent expert reviews at Decision Gate 1 and Decision 
Gate 2 of the project lifecycle. DPER has established a single lot multi-supplier framework 
from which funding Departments can source the independent reviewers to conduct the 
reviews. The funding Department will conduct a mini-competition to draw down from the 
framework established by DPER. The funding Department will act as the Contracting 
Authority at the mini-competition stage for relevant projects.  

 
c. At the discretion of the funding Department, the process may also be utilised to conduct 

reviews of complex bespoke projects of less than €100m, as well as projects over €100m 
at Decision Gate 0 or Decision Gate 3. 

 

d. It is the responsibility of all Departments and Offices to manage the external assurance 
process for major projects within their remit. This includes: 

 
i. Planning for milestones and Decision Gates by developing an accurate forecast of 

the timing at which each major project will reach key Decision Gates in the PSC life-
cycle; 

ii. Planning to execute mini-competitions from the External Assurance Framework in a 
timely fashion and in anticipation of the finalisation of business cases and other 
project documents;  

iii. Providing timely and accurate information to DPER relating to the timing of 
completion of all project documents and external reviews; and 

iv. Providing completed reviews to DPER no later than six weeks in advance of the 
Government Memorandum seeking approval of the project at the relevant Decision 
Gate.  

 
e. The contracting cost of the External Assurance Process will be borne by the funding 

Department. 
 
f. The Independent Expert Reviews will replace the technical reviews conducted by DPER of 

business cases. 
 
g. The Review teams and funding Department will be required to present to the Major 

Projects Advisory Group, in advance of the Memorandum to Government seeking 
approval for proposals at relevant Decision Gates. 

 
h. Compliance with the terms of this Circular is a Condition of Delegated Capital Sanction.  
 

7. All of the Public Spending Code material available referred to above is available for reference at: 
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/public-spending-code/  

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/public-spending-code/
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8. This Circular is relevant to all public bodies involved in activities related to the evaluation, planning 

and management of public expenditure. In particular, all managers with responsibility for an area 
of public expenditure must ensure adherence to the Public Spending Code. 

Effective Date 
 
9. The requirements of the updated Public Spending Code apply with effect from 17th November 

2021.  
 

10. All new public investment proposals from 17th November 2021 onwards should accordingly 
comply with the updated requirements in “Public Spending Code: A Guide to Evaluating, Planning 
and Managing Public Investment”, including participating in the External Assurance Process for 
major capital projects in excess of €100m. For public investment proposals which are already 
progressing through the project expenditure lifecycle, Sponsoring Agencies and Approving 
Authorities should ensure that these comply with the requirements in the updated guidance as 
they move forward and in particular as they reach the next relevant Decision Gate. 

 
Dissemination and Implementation 

 
11. You are requested to bring this circular to the attention of –  

 
a) All staff in your Department who might be involved in the evaluation, planning and 

management of public expenditure; and 
 

b) All public bodies under the aegis of your Department; 

and to ensure that arrangements are put in place to implement its terms in the areas under 
the aegis of your Department. 

 
Enquiries 
 
12. Enquires in relation to this circular can be addressed to the National Investment Office (NIO), 

Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, telephone +353 1 6767571, LocCall: 1890 661010 
or email nio@per.gov.ie  

 
 
Mise le meas, 
 

 
Ronnie Downes 
Assistant Secretary  
Central Expenditure Policy & Reporting  
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